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See the end for: Hispanic Heritage Month --Mathematicians, Graph Stories, What's
Going on in This Graph? & Math Visuals for Elementary.

Did you know that that the week that includes October 10th -- or 10/10 -- is
National Metric Week? Yes, yet another reason to celebrate all things math!
The United States Metric Association has a webpage devoted to the history of
this week and ways to celebrate! Our parent organization, the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, has specific lesson ideas for elementary, middle
school, and high school levels HERE.

Final Wrap Up:
MCTM's 72nd Annual Conference
July 27 & 28, 2021
Feedback from our virtual conference praised each session. Although we
would love to feature every session, we could never recreate the experience
for those that did not attend. This month we complete our snapshot of selected
sessions. Once again, our thanks go out to our line-up of phenomenal
speakers, sponsors, and to all on the Conference Committee who volunteered
their time and expertise to make this event happen.
We hope to have more content from our awesome presenters features in future
issues of MI Math Community. If there is someone in particular that YOU would
like to hear more from, let us know at publications@mictm.org and we will
reach out to those presenters!

This Month's Highlights from Sessions
Designing Math Adventures -- David Coffey
David guided attendees in the use of an Innovator's Compass (see visual below and click
on link to access website) to support creative problem solving by applying the compass to
a lesson in order to make innovative improvements. Participants learned about design
thinking and given this tool to use to assist them in their own reflective teaching practices
to continue to meet the needs of their students.

Making Math Stick: Instructional Strategies to Support Understanding
and Recall of Concepts --David Costello
When approaching problem solving from the teacher perspective, "the goal is
not who solves it [the problem] but to not give up. Success for the day is the
person who tried something that didn't work and tried again." David discussed
what learning is and how to assist students.

K12 Data Science as a Vehicle for Mathematics -- Joy Straub & Emmanuel
Schanzer
This energizing and thought provoking session explored the possibilities for
rigor, engagement, and equity in a curriculum of Data Science that builds on
algebra, statistics, and a bit of programming. The presentation highlighted
Bootstrap: Data Science, a completely-free curriculum available HERE .
Emmanuel Schanzer: "If you think mistakes are a valuable tool for learning,
then use a tool that helps students learn." code.pyret.org
Presenter Joy Straub will be sharing more about Data Science in future MI
Math Community e-newsletters in a reoccurring section entitled "The Joy of
Data Science"!

MDE Press Release

This is our final installment in a series that focuses on the SMPs across grade
levels. We are coordinating with Professor of Education & Mathematics Patricio
Herbst and Assistant Research Scientist Amanda Milewski from the University
of Michigan to bring MI Math Community readers information and opportunities
around the Standards of Mathematical Practices. District math specialists and
curriculum leaders are encouraged to reach out to discuss ways of providing
professional development to larger groups of teachers.
Thank you Prof. Herbst and Ms. Milewski for this valuable collaboration! MCTM
is grateful for your willingness to share your expertise and PL opportunities for
Michigan educators!

SMP7: Look for and Express Regularity in Repeated Reasoning
The Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Practice #8 states that
students should learn to “look for and express regularity in repeated
reasoning”. In this module, participants will have the opportunity to engage
with an instructional scenario drawn from the secondary algebra curriculum.
Specifically, participants will observe, annotate, and read other participants’
annotations of a scenario in which students are working on finding a root of a
function. In the scenario, the instructor asks about the uniqueness of the root
and the students "maintain oversight of the process, while attending to the
details" to prove uniqueness. After considering various ways the teacher could
support SMP #8, participants will have the opportunity to try implementing the
SMP with their own students and receive feedback from an online facilitator.
The course will award 5 SCECHs upon completion.
Visit https://lessonsketch.catalog.instructure.com/ to enroll for $75 (use the code MCTM1).
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The Chasing Einstein Challenge is a 9-week activity for 3rd-12th grade students
designed to help them become creative and persistent problem solvers. Click on the
image below to go to the video or click HERE. These materials are free for
classroom teachers to use!
This Challenge asked students to view the and then asks students to reflect on the
importance of the Math Practice standards.

“ These practices help us by building connections and establishing a mindset
for problem solving. These eight ideas really help us to be aware of how we
are interacting when problem solving in math.”
“Keeping an eye on the big picture while looking at the details”

The infographic below comes from the Fostering Math Practices website.
Click on the image to be taken to the website.

Chris Shore of The Math Projects Journal has created and shared SMP
posters specially geared toward secondary students. Click on the image below
to be taken to the blog posts that contain free downloads.

SMP RESOURCES:
Visit the Newsletter Page for a SPECIAL document showing the progression of ALL
eight mathematical standards throughout the grade levels as well as a document
focusing on High School.

Secondary SMP posters https://mathprojects.com/tag/smp-7-structure/
Debbie Waggoner posters: http://www.debbiewaggoner.com/math-practicestandards.html
Fostering Math Practices website: Website offers some free resources about
Avenues of Thinking, Special Populations, and Routines for Reasoning. They
also offer districts personalized Professional Learning services.
http://www.fosteringmathpractices.com/
Illustrative Mathematics offers examples and resources for all SMPs.
Register with your school information to access additional resources.
(References the work on Prof. Herbst at the bottom!)
https://tasks.illustrativemathematics.org/practice-standards/8

#ProudMIEducator
Focus on a Mathematics Educator!
The Michigan Department of Education have been featuring Michigan
educators through the #ProudMIEducator series. The most recent feature is
secondary math teacher Janine Scott. “Janine Scott is a mathematics teacher
at Davis Aerospace High School in the Detroit Public Schools Community
District, and the 2020-21 Region 10 Teacher of the Year. Scott is enjoying her
second career as a teacher, and is a strong advocate for her students and the
teaching profession. She emphasizes the importance of mathematics for all
students, regardless of their post-graduation plans.”
Click on the link below to be taken to a YouTube video celebrating Ms. Scott or
visit https://youtu.be/IzM4MtepLek
"Miss Scott recognizes, in particular in terms of mathematics, that it is a
gatekeeper. And she insists that all students have the ability and power to
cross through that gate." Monica McLeod, Senior Director of Teacher
Leadership DPSCC.

Registration Open!
More Information & Registration

Nominations Open: Michigan Teacher of the Year
“Since 1952, Michigan annually recognizes outstanding teachers through the
MTOY program. Each year, 10 RTOYs are selected through a two-part
application process, with one of the 10 teachers being named Michigan
Teacher of the Year. Nominations may be made online using the online form.
Nominations are accepted now through Sunday, October 24, 2021.”
Program Overview

Steve Wyborney -- New Estimation Clipboards!
Steve is posting new material that includes PowerPoints (which instructions on
how to open up in Google Slides) that “download the new sets of estimation
clipboards and use them in your classroom to promote number sense, rich
math talk, and math joy in your classroom.” He even includes a video with
instructions on how to use these activities. He started posting 10 new
resources on October 3rd and intends to begin posting daily resources again
on November 1st.

How to Use Estimation
Clipboards Video

Estimation Clipboard Resources

New Record for Calculating Digits of Pi!
Swiss researchers have now calculated pi to the 62.8th trillion digits. We know
that pi is irrational and has infinite decimal places, so why try to calculate more
decimal places? Calculating pi is often used to test the accuracy and speed of
super computers used for other tasks like mathematical modeling.
Fun Fact: In the original Star Trek episode "Wolf in the Fold", Spock told the
ship's computer to calculate pie to the last digit in order to distract the evil alien
consciousness so that the crew could wrestle back control of the Enterprise.
Popular Mechanics Article On Pi Breakthrough

Hispanic Heritage Month (September 15 - October 15)
“Lathisms (Latinx and Hispanics in the Mathematical Sciences) was founded in
2016 with the mission of showcasing the contributions of Latinx and Hispanic
mathematicians during Hispanic Heritage Month United States from September
15 and October 15. Our goal is to provide an accessible platform that features the
multifaceted and diverse nature of the Latinx and Hispanic mathematics
community and inspire the younger generation of Latinx mathematicians.’ This
webpage showcases many mathematicians in a great variety of mathematical
sciences.
Click on the image or go HERE to visit!

North Carolina State University Department of mathematics not only recognizes
mathematicians past and present for National Hispanic Heritage Month, but
mathematicians who were notable during other holidays and months such as
International Peace Month and Arab American Heritage Month.
Click on the button below or go HERE to visit!
NCSU Depart of Mathematics Website

A project from Dan Meyer and the BuzzMath team, this site provides an index of
creative commons videos with accompanying graphing document for students to
graph the ‘story’ they see on various 15 second videos. Teachers may search for
different types of graphs (contant, linear, piecewise, etc.) and topic (baseball,
clocks, cups, etc.)
. Click on the image above or go HERE to get more information

In addition, the New York Times has a webpage entitled “What’s Going On in This
Graph?” that contains a variety of graphs, maps and charts from The Times that
teachers can use for student discussions.
https://www.nytimes.com/column/whats-going-on-in-this-graph

Math Visuals for Elementary
Berkeley Everett is a K-5 Math Coach and Consultant. He develops resources
for teachers. Math Visuals “was created as a resource for fellow math
educators, and seeks to:
Uncover patterns that are foundational to Elementary math
Give multiple access points to engage everyone in discussion
Inspire educators and students to invent their own visualizations of math
concepts
Visit: https://mathvisuals.wordpress.com/
Click on the image below to be taken directly to this example and watch the
animation!

Welcome to MI Math Community! One of MCTM’s renewed initiatives is a monthly enewsletter to share information about mathematics, mathematics education, and the
happenings of MCTM.
Have an idea or topic you’d like to see included? Have a short article to submit for
publication consideration? Want to give feedback? Please email MCTM Publications
Director and MI Math Community Editor Christine Kincaid Dewey at
Publications@mictm.org . Look for the e-newsletter to develop and grow over time based
on member input.
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